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Heart shaped boxes filled with chocolates, vases of artfully arranged roses, jewelry adorned
with diamonds, rubies and pearls fuel romance. As expressions of love they bring many

hearts together. But for a lifetime; well, I don’t know about that.
Each year our sport celebrates more and more newlyweds! While at the same time beautiful

young couples cannot hold to their promises of “for better or worse till death do us part”. Having
been there myself, I am not criticizing anyone. These breakups do leave many broken hearts not
only for the husbands and wives, but also for all of us who love them.

Of all the people I have ever know, my parents Roy and Hazel Ayers were the most in-love
couple. For my father, as one of only a few AKC All-Rounder Judges, invitations were abundant!
They traveled extensively all round the world. Every single time they left for a trip my daddy
would exclaim, “Your Mother and I are going away on a honeymoon!” For them, those words
were always true!

Unlike, for instance, some politician’s wives who smiling stares at their husbands during made
for TV moments are sometimes coached; my Mother’s adoring glances were always real. With
great excitement Mother and Daddy left their home in Stone Mountain, Georgia headed for
Atlanta’s Hartsfield International Airport. Their planned weekend would be another “honey-
moon” to be shared with dog show friends during New York judging assignments.

by Linda Ayers Turner Knorr
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All lanes of the early morning rush hour traffic were bumper to
bumper as they were nearing the airport exit. Just ahead in their inside
lane was an abandoned vehicle. Daddy had no choice of where to go.
The collision left both of my parents in intensive care at Atlanta’s
Southern Regional Medical Center. Our hopes of transferring closer to
home at Emory Hospital could not happen as daddy was not well
enough to risk the move. The intensive care floor consisted of two long
halls with private rooms for patients with constant monitoring.
Mother was on one end with Daddy at the opposite. Both of them sus-
tained life-threatening injuries and were in critical condition. Worst of
all, they were not together. I knew they had to see each other!

When I was young, my mother sat me down for a very important
talk! She wanted to discuss the distant future. “When I grow older,” she
told me, “I want you to always do what I want you to do for me, not
what you think is best.” I promised mother to do so, not realizing at
the time how hard to keep that promise might be to keep someday.

Much to the dismay of the hospital staff, I would not leave my
mother and daddy. I was there to see that what my mother wanted, she
would get! She wanted to see my daddy!

So, everyday the doctors and nurses had to push her huge hospital
bed along with all the IV attachments, monitors, etc. all the way to the
opposite end of the intensive care unit. Then the staff had to push
aside all the gadgets in daddy’s room so their beds were side by side
and mother and daddy could be together. This was no small task!

Amazingly, after going through this difficult arrangement day after
day, the effect on the doctors, nurses and assistants was profound!
Tears filled the eyes of every staff member, as they witnessed the true
love and devotion my parents expressed toward one another.

The doctor spoke for all of them when he said, “we have never seen
a couple so genuinely in-love.”

Early one morning I went to my parent’s home to change clothes
and gather their mail. The phone rang. It was Dorothy Nickles. As I
updated Dorothy on everything, the call waiting beeper sounded.

When I answered it was the doctor telling me they were rushing my
mother to the cardiac section. Her heart was giving out! When I
arrived at the hospital my mother was hooked up to even more
devices. I was scared to death! Her main concern was she wanted to see
daddy right away and most of all she wanted to look really fabulous!!
“No,” the nurse burst out. “She might have a heart attack and die!”
Remembering the promise I made to my mother of doing what she
wished even if it wasn’t what might be best, I quickly found her physi-
cian. After I shared my “promise story” with him, the doctor agreed
with me. If mother and daddy could not be together what else really
mattered? You should have witnessed the excitement. My mother’s
hairdresser, Beverly Metz, dropped everything and rushed to the hospi-
tal with an entire salon’s worth of glamour products. Oh, you bet that
nurse was having an attack herself! “We have to get in the shower and
wash mother’s hair!” I told her. “Not with all those heart monitors”, she
shouted. “Well, remove them”, I replied, and we did! Quickly the hospi-
tal staff decided that for me to be in the shower too, I must be in a
doctor’s surgical suit. One appeared and the hair transformation was
about to begin. Following the dramatic makeover from patient look to
glamour girl complete with new outfit, mother still refused to be
“hooked up” for this time with my daddy. Holding their breaths, the
staff pushed her bed from a now even farther away cardiac unit to my
father’s room. This time, she, with their help was allowed to climb into
his bed and wrap him in her arms. They were so happy! There was not
a dry eye in the entire Intensive Care Unit. Her wishes were what was
best!

“How can you be so in love? What is your magic? How many years
have you been married? Please tell us your secret. Will you write it
down for us?” These are a few of the many questions I heard my moth-
er being asked. Without hesitation or taking time to think, in her own
hand on a doctor’s notepad, here is what my mother wrote for them:
Some thoughts on why Roy and I are still in love and happy after fifty-
two years.
⁄  First and foremost a Christian home
⁄  We have a firm foundation in the Lord - Church, worship, bible and
prayer are our way of life 
⁄  Our family is close and always there for each other. Each one is a
joy, a blessing, and we are so proud of and thankful for each one. We
love you and thanks for all the happiness you have given and constant-
ly spoken in our home.
⁄  Friends, friends, friends – we have the greatest on earth! We love
them! All of our many friends have made us happy!
⁄  Roy is my best friend!
⁄  Commitment
⁄  We communicate.
⁄  We say “I love you” every day!
⁄  We care about others and are involved in their needs and happiness.
⁄  We love being together but recognize each other’s need for his own
time and space sometimes.
⁄  We don’t blame each other for any unhappiness. We are responsible
for our own happiness.
⁄  Our dog and related activities – breeding – exhibiting – judging –
writing – traveling to shows and meeting wonderful people all over the
world has added to our happiness!
⁄  We have never been bored with each other and have maintained the
excitement of our marriage throughout life.
⁄  We take time for walks together. We watch the sunsets and smell the
roses and pray together. We will be together for all eternity.

In the final analysis the only thing that matters is love.
There is a moral to every story. Enough said!

Happy Valentine’s Day!
Love, Linda


